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1. INTRODUCTIVE 
Let A, and B, be second-order linear elliptic operators in the variables 
XE R”, m > 1, and y E IF?, n > 2, respectively, with coeffkients depending 
on x and y. Consider the operator B, -A, on a domain D X r, where D is a 
bounded domain in R”’ and Tc R” is the part exterior to the unit ball B” of 
a cone with vertex at the origin. The operator B, -A, is normally hyperbolic 
for m = 1 and ultrahyperbolic for m > 1. 
We shall be concerned with equations of the form 
B,u --A+ = G(x,y, u, V,U, V,u) (l-1) 
for functions G satisfying 
G(x, Y, 0, 0, 0) = 0 (l-2) 
and the Lipschitz condition 
I W, Y, ~3 P, 4) - G(x, Y, ~‘9 P’, #)I 
~~o~lYol~--‘l+~~oYolP-P’I 
+ WIYI) I4 - 4’1. (1.3) 
In case r is the exterior of B” and p is any constant greater than one, 
Murray [4] showed that, under suitable conditions on the coefftcients of A, 
and B,, if 
pi = O(r”‘2-‘) as r + 00, i=o, 1,2, U-4) 
then a nontrivial solution of (1.1) that vanishes on i3D X r cannot decay 
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faster than every positive power of exp(-]y(4). The rate of decay was 
measured in terms of the energy 
a@; r) = r-n+ ’ 1 [u2 + p,u(* + Iv,u(*] dxdu, (1.5) DXZ(t? 
where r= ly( = (yi + ‘.. +yi)“* and 
aP)=iYEr:lYl=PJ (1.6) 
for any P > 1. Murray’s crucial assumptions on the coefficients of A, and B, 
were :
(i) the lirst-order y-derivatives of the coefficients of A, are bounded 
by a sufficiently small multiple of I y ] - ‘; 
(ii) the operator B,, is close to the Laplacian d, in IR” in the sense that 
the coefficients of the difference B, -A, are sufficiently small and have first- 
order derivatives with respect to both x and y that are sufficiently small 
multiples of ] y ( --I. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend Murray’s result in two directions. 
First, we shall study energy decay in terms of functions of the form 
exp[ - F(r)], where F is a function belonging to a class that contains the 
functions r4 for /3 > 0. In the special case studied by Murray, our results, 
established under essentially the same conditions on A, and B,, allow a 
weakening of condition (1.4) on Q0 to 
@&) = O(r3b’2 -2) as r-+00. 
In particular, when p = 2 we need only the boundedness of r-‘@,(r), not that 
of Q,,(r). Second, as in previous investigations in the case B, = A, [5-71, we 
shall consider the problem when r is a cone .in the exterior of B” rather than 
the whole exterior. Here, in addition to the boundary condition 
4x9 Y) = 0 for x E aD, 
we must also impose the condition 
4&Y) = 0 for y E X\C, 
where Z = Z( 1). Unfortunately, the presence of the additional non-Laplacian 
terms in B, forces us to require that the normal derivative (in I?“) of u also 
vanishes on 8fl.Z. 
As in the earlier works, our results may be applied together with 
conditions (1.2) and (1.3) to obtain a unique continuation theorem at 
infinity. Namely, two solutions of (1.1) that are equal on 80 X r and 
D x (X\Z), have equal normal derivatives on D X (rW\Z), and whose 
difference has energy that tends to zero faster than any positive power of 
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exp[-F(r)] as r-, co must be identically equal. Moreover, as before, the 
results here may be adapted for 1 ( R ( co and 
to yield uniqueness in the mixed boundary-value problem for (1.1) on the 
domain D x T(R). In this case, the energy condition is replaced by the 
requirement that u and u, be equal on D x Z(R). 
As before [6], our method consists in introducing spherical coordinates in 
the cone f. Here, it is convenient o go a step further and consider L to be 
an ordinary differential operator in the variable r = ] y ] on the Hilbert space 
L*(D x Z). In Section 2, we establish an abstract unique continuation 
theorem for certain second-order ordinary differential inequalities in a 
Hilbert space and take up the ultrahyperbolic problem in Section 3. The prin- 
cipal result for Eq. (1.1) is stated in Theorem 4 of Section 3. In Section 4, we 
verify that the conditions on A,, B,, @,,, 0,) and Q2 given in Theorem 4 are 
sufficient o apply the abstract heorem of Section 2. 
Finally, we should mention that the principal theorem of Section 2 asserts 
that a certain weighted quadratic functional is an increasing function of r. 
That same technique was used before in the special case B, = d, [6], and 
essentially the same quadratic functional appears prominently in the energy 
inequalities of Murray and Protter, who employed methods of integral iden- 
tities. 
2. THE ABSTRACT PROBLEM 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with scalar product ( , ) and norm I] I]. For 
each r >, 1, let L be the differential operator 
Ls-$-2r-‘C(r) ’ z- r-*S(r) +A(r), (2.1) 
where C, S, and A are unbounded linear operators satisfying the following 
conditions. 
I. S(r) and A(r) are symmetric and nonnegative and both operators 
have domain D, c H. 
II. If u E C’([ 1, co); H) and v(r) E D, for each r ) 1, then (SO, u) 
and (Av, u) are continuously differentiable functions of r. Moreover, there 
are constants a, and u such that 
(s’u, U) = f (Su, u) - 2(Su, u’) Q ar-‘(Su, u), 
(A’u, U) = $ (Au, u) - 2(Au, u’) > -a, r-‘(Au, u). 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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III. C(r) has domain D, c H with D, c D,. If x, y E D,, then there is 
a constant y such that 
2(C& x) < Y IIxI12. (2.4) 
For xE D,, 
II cx II2 < wx, x> + ‘2w(‘) 11412, (2.5 1 
where E is a nonnegative constant and w is a nonnegative continuous 
function. 
IV. If U E C,([ 1, 00); H) and u(r), v’(r) E D, for each r > 1, then 
Cv E C’([ 1, 00); H) and 
11 C’u II2 = 
I/ 
-$ (Cu) - Cd (I ’ < W2(Su,v) + y(r) l/o (I*. (2.6) 
V. IfxED,, then 
2 ((Sx, WI< E(SX, 4 + r2W Ilxllz9 (2.7) 
2 l(Ax, Cx)l < a,(& x) + N’(Sx, x) + v(r) llxl12, (2.8) 
where a2 is a nonnegative constant. 
We mention here that related theorems on uniqueness for second-order 
equations and inequalities in a Hilbert space have been established by the 
method of logarithmic convexity in several earlier works. Agmon [ 1 ] 
considered the operator L in the case A = 0 and applied the result to give a 
new proof of the AronszajnXordes unique continuation theorem for second- 
order elliptic equations. Levine [2,3] studied solutions of 
P(r) 24” + M(r) 24’ t N(r)24 = 0 
under various conditions on the operator coefftcients; namely, P is always 
symmetric and either nonnegative or uniformly positive, and either (i) N is 
symmetric and the symmetric part of M is uniformly positive or (ii) the 
symmetric part of N is nonnegative or nonpositive. Levine and Murray [8] 
obtained energy lower bounds for solutions of abstract wave equations by 
studying the operator L in the case C = S = 0. 
The weights that we employ are expressed on terms of functions belonging 
to the class X of positive functions FE C3( [ 1, co)) that have positive first 
derivatives f satisfying 
(rf)’ > P,f for some positive constant /I,, (2.9 ) 
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and 
f’ and rf” = Odf’) as r--r co. (2.10) 
Note that for each p > 0 the function r0 belongs to Sr with (6)’ =&I We 
will derive further properties of Y later in this section. For now we need 
only the positivity off = F’. 
We denote by B the class of functions u E C’( [ 1, co); H) such that u(r), 
u’(r) E D, for all r > 1. For u E g, we set 
w(r, A) = u(r) eAFtr’, (2.11) 
where F is a fixed function in Sr and ,I is a positive parameter. Then 
Lu = e-*F[Lw - 2Af(w, + r-‘Cw) + r-‘hw] (2.12) 
with 
h(r, A) = r2(A2f2 - Ay’). (2.13) 
The weighted quadratic functional, which is the principal tool used in 
establishing our energy inequality, may now be defined as 
Q(u; r, A) = r-“[r*ll w, + r-VW ((* + (( CW~(* + (r2Aw - SW + hw, w)]; 
(2.14) 
,u is a positive constant to be determined later. Our first task is to derive a 
basic lower bound on the r-derivative of Q. For these computations, it will be 
convenient o set 
J= d/dr + r-‘C, 
J’s r-‘C’ - r-*C. 
THEOREM 1. For any u E 8, 
r”-‘Q,(u; r, A) 
> - r2(hf)-‘l~eAFLu~~* 
+ (21rf+ 2 -,u - 2y+) llJw(l* 
+ (2 -,u - al- a*)(Aw, w) 
+ (iu-----E[4+~1+2y++4(~rf)-‘])r-*(Sw,w) 
+ {r-‘h, - (~4 + y) r-*h 
- [4 + P + 27’ + 4(Ars)-‘]w} II WI)*. (2.15) 
Here, we haue set y’ = max(y, 0). 
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ProoJ We may write Q,. in the form 
Q,<u; r, A) = r-‘(Z, + 1, + II), 
with 
I, = 2r*(Jw, Jw,) + 2(Cw, Cw,) + 2(r*Aw - SW + hw, w,), 
I, = 2r*(Jw, J’w) + 2(Cw, C’w), 
1, = (2 -lu) r[llJwll* + (Aw, w)] +W’[(Sw, w) - IICwll*] 
+ (?A’w - S’w, w) + (h, -pr-‘h) 1) wIJ*. 
(2.16) 
Using the identity (2.12), we may express the first term in the form 
I, = 2r*(Jw, eAFLu) + 4MfllJwll* - 2r(w,, Cw,) 
- 2r-‘(r*Aw - Sw + hw, Cw). 
Since 
2 I(Jw, eA%u)l < AfllJw II* + (A.)-’ 11 e*FLu II*, 
while condition (2.4) implies 
2(w,, Cw,) < 2y+ (lJwll* + 2y+r-* II Cw II*, 
it follows that 
I, 2 - r’(Af)-’ IlkFLul)* + (3hff- 2y+r) IlJw II* 
- 2y+r-'IJCwll* - 2r-‘(r*Aw - Sw + hw, Cw). 
Next, we have 
I2 > -r2[YIIJwl12 + (Af)-’ llJ’wll*] - [r-’ llCwll* t r (lC’wll*] 
~WllJwll* - [r t 2(V)-‘][r-* lICwll* + IIC’wll*]. 
Application of these two lower bounds on I, and I, to (2.16) yields the 
estimate 
rL-‘Qr 2 - r*(lrf)-‘lle%ul)* t (2Af t 2 - p - 2y+) IlJw II* 
t (2 -,u)(Aw, w) + r(A’w, w) 
+ p-*(&v, w) - r-‘(Fw, w) 
- [ 1 + P + 2y+ t 2(Jrf)-‘1 r-*11 Cwll* 
-11 + qw-‘] Ilc'wl1* 
- 2(A w - r-*SW C r-*hw, Cw) 
+ r-*(r/z, - ph) I( w I(*. 
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The desired lower bound (2.15) now follows when the conditions (2.2) 
through (2.8) are applied to the last inequality. 
At this point we need to study the class Sr of exponents in order to obtain 
some estimates on the function F and the related functions f and h. 
LEMMA 1. If F E Y, f = F’, and h is defined by (2.13), then 
(i) rf(r)>f(l)>Oforr>l; 
(ii) r-’ = O(f ), log r = O(F), and log f = O(F) as r + m; 
(iii) given 6 > 0, there is a positive constant 1, such that if A > A0 then 
(1 - 6)[W(r)]2 < h(r, A> Q (1 + ~>[kf(r)]’ (2.17) 
h,(r, A) 2 (2 - 4 PJ2rS2tr). (2.18) 
Proof: Conclusion (i) is an immediate consequence of condition (2.9), 
and the first two assertions of (ii) follow from (i). Similarly, the third 
assertion in (ii) is a result of the fact that by (2.10) the logarithmic 
derivative of f is bounded by a constant multiple of f = F’. Finally, the 
estimates in (iii) follow easily from (2.9) and (2.10) when we write 
h = (drf)*(l -A- ‘f-y’), 
h, = A2rf2[2f -‘(rf)’ - A-‘f-2(2f’ + rf”)]. 
Now, suppose F is a tixed function in Sr and w and Q are defined by 
(2.11) and (2.14) in terms of a function u E B which is also a solution of the 
differential inequality 
IlLul12 < cpoW 11ul12 + &%4 u) 
+ q2(r)[lIu’ II2 + r-2(Su, u)]. (2.19) 
Here, we assume that Q,,, ‘p, , and ~0, are nonnegative continuous functions. 
THEOREM 2. Let u E g be a solution of (2.19) for r > 1. Suppose 
a1 + a2 + 0 < 2, (2.20) 
y+a < 28,, (2.21) 
w = O(f ‘1 as r+a3, (2.22) 
fpo = O(r- ‘f’) as t-+00, (2.23) 
‘pl and qz = O(r-‘f) as r+oo. (2.24) 
505/38/3-7 
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Then, there is a constant ,a and positive constants E, and A, such that, if 
0 < E ( E, and L > A,, Q is a nondecreasing function of r. 
ProoJ: If u satisfies (2.19), then 
lle*'Lull' < 39,llJ~ll* + (pI(flw, w) + r-zcp2(Sw ) 
+ 3r-*II Cw II2 + (rpo + 3Atf29,) II wl12, 
and application of (2.5) results in 
()e’%U)l’ < 39, IIh’(12 + 9,(i4W, W) + (1 + 3&) '-2Q2(%V, W) 
+ [90 + 3(k'f'+ w)921 b+- 
If we apply this inequality as well as the bounds (2.17) and (2.18) on h and 
h, to the estimate (2.15) of Theorem 1, we find that for any given positive 6, 
there is a I, = A,(J) such that, if A > A,,, then 
rp-‘Qr(u; r, A.) > [Urf+ 2 -,a - 2y+ - 3r2(Arf)-’ 92] I(Jwll’ 
+ [2-p-a, -a2-r2(h-f)-'cp,](Aw,w) 
+ (~-u-&[4t~t2yft4(~rf)-'] 
- (1 + 3~) r’(Arf-’ 92} r-‘(SW, w) 
+ ([P -4&-- (1 •t 4cu + rw-f)’ 
-[4tpt22y+ +4(lrf)-'Iv/ 
- r2(kf)-' [% + 3@2f2 + v> &I} 11 wlIza (2.25) 
Under hypotheses (2.20) and (2.21), we may choose p so that 
u < p < min(2 - ai - a,, 2fiF - y). 
Next, we choose 6 such that 0 < 6 < 1 and so small that 
(2-4/3,-(1+4o(ty)>O, 
and set 
Then, since f(r) >f(l) > 0, it follows that, under hypotheses (2.22), (2.23), 
and (2.24), if 0 Q E < E, and L is sufficiently larg-ay I ) I,- the coef- 
ficient of each of the terms on the right-hand side of (2.25) will be positive. 
Thus Q, > 0 for all r > 1 and the proof is complete. 
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Remark. If f(r) = o(l) as r + co, condition (2.23) on (pO is stronger than 
condition (2.24) imposed on p, and ~0~. In that instance, if there is a constant 
K, such that 
II u II < &W, uY2 (2.26) 
for all ZJ E D, , then the theorem is valid under the weaker condition 
q&) = 0(r- ‘f). 
Let us now define the energy associated with a function u E g by 
Iqu; r) = 11 u II2 + (Au, u) + II u’ II2 + r-*(SU, u). (2.27) 
The abstract unique continuation theorem follows easily from Theorem 2 
when we observe that Q is bounded above by the product of the energy and a 
sufficiently large power of expF(r). 
THEOREM 3. Let u E 9 be a solution of (2.19) for r > 1. Suppose the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 (including 0 Q E ( E,) are satisfied. If, for each 
positive p, 
lim ePFcr)E(u; r) = 0, 
r-cl2 
(2.28) 
then u E 0. 
Proof. Applying condition (2.5) to the expression (2.14) for Q, we have 
Q(u; r, A) < r2-rce2AF[3 IJu’~~* + (Au, u) + 4&r-*(Su, u) 
+ (r-‘h + 3A2f2 + 4yl)Ilullz]. 
Hence, making use of the estimates (ii) and (2.17) of Lemma 1, we conclude 
that there are positive constants K and c such that for 1 sufficiently large 
Q(u; r, A) Q KA2e2(A+c’F(r)E(u; r). 
When hypotheses (2.28) is applied to the right-hand side of this inequality, 
we obtain 
lim supQ(u; r, A) Q 0. r-m 
But by Theorem 2, Q is a nondecreasing function of r for 1> 1,. Therefore, 
for any fixed r,, > 1 and all sufficiently large 1, Q(u; r,,, A) must be non- 
positive. 
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On the other hand, the estimates of Lemma 1 may be applied to (2.14) to 
give the lower bound 
Q(u; r,,, A) > r;“eZ*F(ro) [(l -~)f'(l)~Zb112 - (SW&~,,. (2.29) 
If u(T,,) # 0, then 1 may be chosen so large that the right-hand side of (2.29) 
is positive, which contradicts the nonpositivity of Q(u; r,, , A). Consequently, 
we must have u(T,,) = 0, and since r, is arbitrary, u must vanish identically. 
Note that in the case u is a solution of (2.19) on a finite interval 1 < r < R 
rather than the semi-infinite interval 1 < r < co, Theorems 2 and 3 are valid 
with hypotheses (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) replaced by the boundedness of 
po, v,, p2, and v and condition (2.28) replaced by u(R) = u'(R) = 0. 
3. THE ULTRAHYPERBOLIC PROBLEM 
Let 
A, = 2 C?(Uij(X, v) a/8Xi]/axj 
i.j=l 
and 
be elliptic operators defined on a domain D x r, where D is a bounded 
domain in R” and r c R” is the part exterior to the unit sphere S”- ’ of a 
cone having its vertex at the origin. If we introduce spherical coordinates 
y=(r,q) with r=Jyl and rl=y/lyI~S”-‘, define X(D) by (1.6), and set 
Z = Z(l), then we may represent r by 
r= (1, ao) x z. 
For notational convenience, we adopt the following conventions and 
definitions. Summations over the indices i and j are understood to range over 
1,2 ,..., m while summations over k, 1, p, and q range over 1, 2 ,..., n. If w is a 
function defined on D x r with values in a Euclidean space, then ) w( denotes 
the usual Euclidean norm. If w assumes values in R” x R”, then define 
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with obvious modifications if w is an (n x n)-matrix-valued function. If 
instead each wij in (3.1) is a vector in IR” or R”, then 1 WI is defined by (3. I), 
where, in this case, 1 wiil denotes the Euclidean norm. For example, if 
w: D X r+ R” is differentiable with respect o y, then 
IV,wI- XIV ( k,l ,wJ) “2. 
We assume the coefftcients of A, and B, are continuously differentiable in 
the closure of D x r and the coefficient matrices of both operators are 
symmetric. In addition, we assume: 
A-I. There are positive constants a, and a, such that 
for all (x, v) E D x r and all r E I?“. 
A-II. There is a nonnegative constant a, such that 
JV,ul < u*r-1. 
B-I. The coefficients of B, have the form 
b,,=(l-e)d,,+c,,, 
(3 -2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where 6,, is the Kronecker 6 and 
e(x9 Y) = C ckkx9 Y) yk M*. (3.5) 
k.1 
B-II. There is a constant c,, with 0 Q c,, < 4 such that 
ICI <c,. (3.6) 
B-III. There are nonnegative constants c, and c2 such that 
IV,4 <c,r-‘, (3.7) 
}V,cl < c*r-‘. (3.8) 
Murray [4] assumed that B-II and B-III were satisfied with ckr = b,, - Sk,. 
We add B-I, which is equivalent o the condition 
c bk,(&J’) Yk dr2 = 1, 
k.1 
(3.9) 
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as a convenience in our calculations. There is no loss in generality since 
(3.9) is satisfied under Murray’s assumptions if one divides the operator by 
the appropriate positive function. 
We study solutions u E C’(D x r) n C’(D x r) of the partial differential 
equation 
B,u-A,u= G(x,y,u,V,u, V,,U), (1.1) 
satisfying the boundary conditions 
u=o on 13Dxr (3.10) 
and 
u = h/h = 0 on D x (~3r*\Z). (3.11) 
Note that the second condition is satisfied vacuously in the case C = S”-‘. 
We shall make use of the differential operator V, = (d, , d, ,..., d,,) on S”- ‘, 
where dk is defined by 
for any function v E Cr(S”-I). A detailed account of the properties of V, is 
given by Agmon [ 11. We summarize here those properties we will need. 
First, it is easily seen that 
&tlkd,=O (3.13) 
k 
and 
dktl,=h,-tlktl,. (3.14) 
If ( , )r denotes the L*(E) scalar product, then, for functions u, w E C’(Z) 
that vanish on Z, we have 
(d,U, W); = (n - l)(V, qkw) - (U, d,W). (3.15) 
That is, dz = (n - 1) qk - dk is the formal adjoint of d,. Further, it can be 
shown that, for a function 
U(Y) = WI) = Jo-9 tl) 
defined and twice continuously differentiable on a domain in R”, 
u,, = tfkv; + t-‘d& 
U yky,= tlk%&;r + ‘-‘hdk + d,tfk) 0; 
+ r-‘d,d,v’- r-“trdkt7. 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
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It should be noted that in general the operators d, and d, do not commute for 
k # 1. Indeed, from (3.17), 
44 - 44 = tlkd, - v,d,- (3.18) 
We will also need expressions for the partial derivatives of v’ in terms of the 
partial derivatives of v. These may be derived from (3.16) or directly from 
the definition (3.12) : 
u;=Ctlkvy,, 
k 
dkfi= ‘-2 V,,d,‘l, = ‘c@k, - qktl,) v~,* 
I 1 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(To simplify our notation, we will not distinguish between a function v of y 
and its representation r7 in terms of r and q.) 
We may use (3.17) to write B, in the form 
where 
B, = a’/&* + r-‘[2C + (n - l)] a/at - r-‘(S + R), (3.21) 
c = i2 bk,hdk + d,‘d - i<n - l), 
k.1 
(3.22) 
s = r df&,d,, 
k-1 
(3.23) 
R = x [bk,,, - (n- 2) bk,?ll dk. (3.24) 
k,l 
Here, we have adopted the notation f., = d$ and made use of the identity 
(3.9). 
Next, define L by (2.1) with the operators C and S given above and 
A=-A x = -c a(a,a/ax,)/ax,. (3.25) 
i,/ 
Then, with the substitution of (3.21), the partial differential equation (1.1) 
assumes the form 
Lu = G - (n - 1) r-k, + r-‘Ru. (3.26) 
We may regard L as an ordinary difkrential operator on the Hilbert space 
H = L*(D x z;‘). The domains D, of S and A and D, of C are defined by 
D,={vEC2(DxZ)nC1(DxZ):v=Oon~(DxZ)}, 
D, = {v E C’(D x Z) n C(D x C): v = 0 on a(D x C)}. 
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We shall establish the unique continuation theorem for the ultrahyperbolic 
problem by an application of Theorem 3. We must show, therefore, that the 
operators S, A, and C defined above satisfy conditions I through V of 
Section 2 and that Lu satisfies a differential inequality of the form (2.19). 
We state the result here and supply the rather lengthy proof in the following 
section. Recall that G satisfies G(x, y, O,O, 0) = 0 and the Lipschitz 
condition (1.3). Hence, 
lG(x, Y, u, Vxu, V,u)l ,< @o(r) 1~1 + @,(r) lV,ul + @z(r) lV,4. (3-W 
The energy, which is defined by (1.5), may be written in the form 
qu; r)= Ilull + lIV,412 + lIV,412~ (3.28) 
where )I V,uIj2 = (IIVxu((12, etc. 
THEOREM 4. Let u E C2(D x I’) n C’(D x Z) be a solution of (1.1) 
satisfying the boundary conditions (3.10) and (3.11). Let F be a fixed 
function in Sr and suppose 
@ o = 0(r-“zf”2) as t-400, 
@, and G2 = O(r-“‘f ‘12) as r-+03. 
If a, < 2a,, c, , c, , and c2 are suflciently small, and 
lim epPtr)&(u; r) = 0 
r-00 
(3.29) 
for all positive p, then u E 0 on D x r. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
The symmetry and nonnegativity of A and S are immediate consequences 
of the hypotheses on A, and B,. Indeed, for any v E D, , we get from (3.25) 
and (3.23), 
(4 0) = I, xT z a&, w) v,,vx, dx do, 
(Sv, v) = I c b,,(x, rq) dkv d,v dx do. 
DXZ k.1 
Moreover, (3.2) implies that 
ao IIV,~l12 < (4 ~1 <a, IlVxvl12, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
LEMMA 3. Let e be defined by (3.5) and b by (3.4). Then, under 
conditions (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), 
I4 <co, (b(<n”*(l +cO)+cO, (4.9a) 
IV,4 Q c,f--I, I Vxb ‘I& (n”* + 1) c, r-‘, (4.9b) 
14 < c2r-‘, lb, ,( < (n”* + 1) c2rm1, (4.9c) 
le,kl<2co+c2, PA I< 2n”*c, + (n”* + 1) c2. (4.9d) 
Proof. The estimate for e is a result of an application to (3.5) of 
Cauchy’s inequality and (3.6). We establish the bounds on Vxe and e, in a 
similar manner using (3.7) and (3.8), while the bound for e,, is derived from 
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while hypotheses B-I and B-II yield the inequalities 
(1 -w IIWllZ < (a v> < (1 + kJ) llv,~ll*. (4.4) 
Since, by (3.16), 
(vyv(2= vf + r-*lvsv12, (4.5) 
it follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that the energies E(u; r) and a@; r) defined 
by (2.27) and (3.28) are equivalent. As a result, conditions (2.28) of 
Theorem 3 and (3.29) of Theorem 4 are also equivalent. 
At this point we shall establish several estimates involving the coefficients 
of A, and B, which we need in order to verify.conditions (2.2) through (2.8). 
LEMMA 2. Under conditions (3.3) and (3.8), we have 
I4 < a,r-‘3 Ic,I < q-l, 
1a.A < 6, I~.kl~~,. 
Proojl Obviously, 1 v,l < lV,v I. Furthermore, since 
c h.k)* = c Vk, - tlk%)2 = 1 - d9 
I I 
application of Cauchy’s inequality to (3.20) gives 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
(4.7) 
l~,kl~mJl. (4.8) 
The estimates (4.6) are therefore immediate consequences of the hypotheses 
on V,a and V,c. 
e.k = c @Pq,k + 2cP,tfPtfq.k) 
P.4 
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using (3.6), (4.6b), (4.7), and (4.8). The estimates on e and c and their 
derivatives are then used to derive the bounds involving 6. 
LEMMA 4. Let 
Sk=CCk,tlP (4.10) 
I 
t = x ckl ?lk.l’ 
k.l 
(4.11) 
Then, under conditions (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), 
1st <co, ) t\ < (n - l)%,, (4.12a) 
(V,Sl <c,r-‘, IV,4 < v-‘3 (4.12b) 
Is,1 & c,r-‘3 It,1 < (n - 1)“’ c2r-‘, (4.12~) 
Is,j < (n - 1y2co + rP2c2, It,,1 ( 2c, + (n - 1)‘j2 c2. (4.12d) 
ProofY These bounds are obtained in the same way as those of Lemma 3. 
That is, by application of Cauchy’s and Minkowski’s inequalities, (4.8), and 
the hypotheses. The last pair of estimates comes from 
Sk./ = x @kP,,l?P + ckPtfP,l)V 
P 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4, we first note from (4.2) that for any 
vE4, 
(s’b V) = c ((bk,)r dkv, d,v). 
k.I 
Hence, Cauchy’s inequality and (4.9c) give us 
((S’v, v)l < (n’j2 + I)c,r-‘IIV,vl12. 
Application of (4.4) and the assumption 0 Q c,, < ; then lead to condition 
(2.2) with 
o=3(n”2+ 1)c2. (4.13) 
Similarly, using (4.1), (4.3), and (4.6a), we verify that condition (2.3) holds 
for (A’v, v) with constant 
a, = a2/a0. (4.14) 
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By inserting (3.4) into the expression (3.22) and applying the identities 
(3.13) and (3.14), we may write C in the form 
C=+Cc,,(qrd,+d,qk)-j(n- 1)e. 
k-1 
(4.15) 
Thus, for any v E D,, 
3% u) = c [(c,,tl&b u)+ (0, &df(ck,u))] - tn - ‘)@b ‘)
k.1 
= -c @kl,l tlk v, v)* 
k.1 
where we have used the identity dT = (n - 1) q, - d,. It follows by an 
application of (4.6b) that condition (2.4) holds with 
y = n’/ 2c2. (4.16) 
Next, by inserting (4.10) and (4.11) into (4.15), we may express C as 
c=xskdk+i[t-(n- l)e]. 
k 
(4.17) 
Using this and the corresponding expression for C’ along with the estimates 
of Lemmas 3 and 4, we find that 
II Cu II Q 3 “2co(Sv, u)‘j2 + (n - 1) co II 0 )I, (4.18) 
(ICull < 31’2c2r-‘(So, ~7)~‘~ + (n - 1) c2r-’ IIvII. (4.19) 
Conditions (2.5) and (2.6) are immediate consequences of these two ine- 
qualities. 
To verify condition (2.7), we first observe that in the expression for 
(Sv, Cu) the identity (3.15) can be applied on Z only if V,u vanishes on E. 
Assuming then that u E D, and dku E D, for each k and using C in the form 
(4.17), we have 
WV, Cu) = c b&u, 2 ~(yW,u + s,.,d,u) kl P 
+ [t-(n- l)e]d,u 
. (4.20) 
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Let us denote by I the sum of terms in d,d,v. Using (3.18) to reverse the 
order of the operators d, and d, and applying the identity (3.15), we obtain 
I= 2 x N-bpdp4v + lb - 1) ~,~~ps, - (Mp).pl dkv, 0)
k.1.p 
+ @‘k,s,dkv, rtrdpv - vpd&J. 
Application once more of (3.18) to the first term on the right-hand side 
yields 
I= 2 I([@ - 1) h’pSp - hSp),p~ d&d,v) 
k.l.p 
+ 2(~,,~,d,~, z7dpv - vpdrW 
Using the estimates of Lemmas 3 and 4 and (4.4), we see that I is bounded 
in absolute value by a constant multiple of (c, + c,)(Sv, v), where the 
constant depends only on n, c,,, and c2. The remaining terms in (4.20) are 
estimated in a similar manner, with the result 
2 I(& Cv)l < const(c, + c,>[W, 0) + II v lIzI, (4.2 1) 
with the constant depending only on n, c,, and c2. 
Turning now to (Av, Cv), observe that if we integrate by parts over D, 
then 
(AlA Cv) = x (u,,v,,, c (skdkv)x, + tit- tn - lIeI ‘q Li k 
+f[fx,-((n- l)e+ , (4.22) 
for any function v E D, . Let 
T= C (‘,~‘Jx~v skdkVxj)* 
i.i.k 
Applying the identity (3.15), we find that 
and using the estimates (4.3), (4.6b), (4.12a), and (4.12d), we see that ( TI is 
bounded by a constant multiple of (c, + c,)(Av, v), where the constant 
depends on m, n, a,, a,, c,-, , and c, . Estimating the remaining terms in (4.22) 
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in a similar manner by means of the bounds of Lemmas 3 and 4, we 
conclude that 
2 I(& Cu)l < const{(c, + c, + c,)(Au, u) 
+ c,r-2[(~~, v) + Il~l121Jr 
where the constant depends on m, n, a,, a,, c,, c, , and c2. This estimate 
together with (4.18), (4.19), and (4.21) means that (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), and 
(2.8) hold with 
a, = E = M(c, + c, + c*), (4.23) 
v(r) = M(c, + c, + c,) r- 2, (4.24) 
where A4 is a constant depending on m, n, a,,, a,, cO, c,, and c2. When we 
insert the expressions for 0, a,, y, and a2 from (4.13), (4.14), (4.16) and 
(4.23) into conditions (2.20) and (2.21) of Theorem 2, we find that if 
a2 < 2a,, then those conditions will be satisfied provided c,, c,, and c, are 
sufficiently small. Moreover, since r-’ = O(f) by Lemma 1, the function w 
given by (4.24) satisfies (2.22). 
Finally, we verify that Lu satisfies an inequality of the form (2.19). From 
(3.24), we have 
IlRull < IKIn - 21 14 + lb./J Vsull 
< const(Su, u)“~. (4.25) 
Then, applying (3.27), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), and (4.25) to (3.26), we find that 
llLz.4112 < const[@ Ilull + @(Au, u) + (@i: + r-‘) 
x W,l12 + r-2(SU, u))]. 
Hence, (2.23) and (2.24) will hold if Q,, = O(r-“2f3’2) and @, and a2 are 
O(r-1’2f1’2) as r+ co, and the proof is complete. 
Note that since u vanishes on 80, there is a constant K, depending only 
on D such that 
II ZJ II < Kill vxu II. 
This, together with (4.3), implies that u satisfies inequality (2.26) for some 
constant K,. Consequently, as indicated in the remark following the proof of 
Theorem 2, in case f = o( 1) as r + 00, Theorem 4 is valid under the weaker 
condition 
Q. = O(r-“2f”2) as r + 00. 
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